bly will promote an understanding of the molecular and cellular strategies utilized in generating neuronal patterns through cell-cell interaction.
Understanding the molecules of neural cell contacts: emerging patterns of structure and function Yet, as the list of molecules involved in forming cellcell and cell-substratum contacts continues to grow, new and puzzling questions have emerged. Why are there so many of these molecules. ) Why is virtually none of them unique to the nervous system? In what ways are they structurally similar? Are there general principles underlying the functional properties of these molecules?
The emergence of these questions underscores the importance of examining the molecules involved in cell interactions in ways that reveal important structural and functional similarities and differences. To this end, various schemes for classifying these molecules have been introduced in the literature. The earliest classifications reflected in vitro functions: a molecule that appeared to mediate cell-cell adhesion was called a 'CAM' (cell adhesion molecule), one that mediated cell-substratum attachment a 'SAM' (substratum adhesion molecule), one that promoted neurite outgrowth a 'neurite outgrowth-promoting factor', one that mediated adhesion but behaved as a multimolecular particle an 'adheron', and so on 1-:~. As more has been learned about the molecular identities of these molecules, there has been a tendency to divide
